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Parts Picker and Packer
Location: Cape Town
Reference: #DT000345/RA
Company: SydSen Recruit

Our client in the automotive industry is looking for a parts picker and packer in the Kraaifontein Area.

Minimum requirements:

Responsibilities:

Please note only candidates with the required experience will be contacted and considered. If you are not contacted
within 14 days, kindly consider your application unsuccessful.

Apply now.

Sydsen Recruit (Follow us on Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn) 

Posted on 23 Apr 13:48, Closing date 23 May

CLICK HERE TO APPLY

See also: Sales Assistant, C# Developer, Assistant, .Net developer, General Assistant, Head, Personal Assistant,

Matric Certificate
Code 10 licence (valid)
1-2 Years’ experience in similar role
Full understanding and knowledge of Warehouse operation

Support the parts supervisor in a constructive manner, ensure that the constant supply of parts to the technicians is
properly administrated and executed.
Present excellent task performance.
Personally manage work efficiency.
Ensure all parts picking slips are actioned fast and efficiently.
Ensure all parts that are picked are checked and recorder before packing.
Build strong relationships with colleagues and peers.
Ensure that all tasks performed comply with minimum standards required 
Participate in all relevant training programmes.
Share your new knowledge with other to improve personal growth and that of the people you work alongside.
Ensure that all Health and Safety rules are adhered to at all times.
Proper adherence to company rules especially regarding the use of tools, special tools and company assets.
Keep your work place and surrounding areas clean and tidy at all times.
Creative and flexible to assist other warehouse duties when requested by superior
Perform all other reasonable requests made by the parts supervisor
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Workshop, Marketing Assistant, Account Assistant
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